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TRANS-AWN 2000

p TO OPEN
dg The Dometic  Corporation reserves the right to modify  ap-

5 pearances and specifications without notice.

TRANS-AWN 2000

NOTE: The following instructions are intended for one-
person operation. When two persons are available, the
entire operation can be simplified by attending both
sides of the Awning simultaneously, as illustrated
above.
NOTE: For a tent trailer, step 1 through 3 should be
performed prior to setting up the trailer.

1A CATCH

1. Unlock and open the Lid (See Figs. 1 A & 1 B,)
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GRIPPER CLIP

SUPPORT ARM

2. Take out the two Rafter Arms held in Case with Gripper
Clips, and let them hang down the sides. (See Figs. 2A &
2B.)
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3. Take out the two Support Arms with Feet. (See Fig. 3.)
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4. Loosen the Lock Knobs and extend the Support Arms.
(See Fig. 4A.)
CAUTION: Do not extend so there is less than 3” of inner
Arm remaining inside the outer Arm. (See Fig. 4B.)

5. Lift out the rolled up Fabric. (See Fig. 5.)
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8. Rest both Support Arms straight on ground. (See Fig. 6)
7. Roll out Awning halfway, by pulling on one arm while
helping to unroll the fabric. (See Fig. 7.)

I 14 RAIN RELEASE SETTING
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8. Hook the Ratter Arms onto theTorsion  Rod and loosen

Lock Knobs on Rafter Arms. (See Fig. 8.)
9. Stand both Support Arms vertical to the ground. (Fig. 9)

10. Extend the canopy all the way, by moving to the center
of the Awning and unrolling the Fabric. (Fig. 10.)
NOTE: It may be necessary to lower the Support Arms in
order to reach the Roller Tube.
11. Tighten Lock Knobs in Rafter Arms, to hold the canopy
in taut-tension. (See Fig. 11.)

SPIKE

3FOOT
in vertical position and adjusts2. Place the Support Arrr

height. (Fig. 12.)
13. Drive in the supplied Spikes through the Feet, to secure
the Support Arms to the ground. (Fig. 13.)

The A&E TRANS-AWN 2000 is now ready for you to enjoy

14. Rain Release Setting: To avoid damage to the Awning
due to rain water collecting on the canopy, simply lower one
of the Support Arms, enough to let the water drain from that
side. (Fig. 14.)
IMPORTANT: Any damage due to waterpooling is not
covered by the Warranty.
15. The 2000 Awning can be setup in the RV Pivot Position,
by inserting the anchor feet into the bottom mounting brack-

TO CL(
1. Pull out the Spikes.
2. Put the Support Arms so that the Feet are directly below
the Knobs on the Rafter Arms.
3. Loosen the Knobs on the Rafter Arms and let the Awning
roll up half way.
4. Place the Feet directly below the Case.
5. Lock the Knobs and detach the Rafter Arms from the
Torsion Rod.
CAUTION: Do not let the Awning snap back against the
vehicle.
6. Carefully let the Awning roll up all the way.
7. Lift the Awninq back into the Case.
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8. Retract the Support Arms completely, retighten the
Knobs, and place them into the Case. Figs, 16A & 16B.

9. Place the Rafter Arms into the Gripper Clips.
CAUTION: All four Arms must be retracted completely
and Knobs tightened before being stored into the Case,
to prevent damage to the Awning Fabric. Figs. 1 6 A  &
16B. 1
10. Close the Lid and lock up for travel. a

2

ets and adjusting the support arm lengths.
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’ HELPFUL HINTS
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1. Periodically clean the fabric with any detergent. (Let the 2. Use paraffin wax on Support Arms and Rafter Arms for
fabric dry before rolling it up. This also helps prevent mil-
dew.) Cleaning is especially important prior to storing the

smoother sliding movement.

awning for long periods of time, to prevent mildew and stains.

1 -YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
This A&E TRANS-AWN 2000 AWNING is warranted to the original
owner for a period of one year from date of purchase against defec-
tive workmanship and materials as follows:
A. The Vinyl Fabric is warranted against:

1. Excessive fading. (There is a slight color change due to ultra-
violet rays.)
2. Holes caused by mildew. (Mildew will form on dirt and stain
the fabric if the fabric is not kept clean,)
3. Excessive cracking, peeling, hardening or loss of strength
while used under normal conditions.

B. All parts of hardware are warranted against breakage while used
under normal conditions. A&E Systems will repair or replace defec-
tive parts at No Charge during the first year, provided:

1. A proof of purchase date is presented.
2. The Warranty Registration Card has been completed and
mailed to A&E Systems within 10 days after purchase.

3. The Awning has been installed correctly.
4. The damage did not occur due to accident, carelessness,
storm, wind, water pooling, or normal wear and tear.

When all of the above conditions are met, please write or call A&E
Systems for a return authorization number. (Unit MUST have a
return authorization number before factory will accept it.) When
return authorization is given, send the defective unit to factory Pre-
paid, along with proof of purchase date. Your unit will be repaired
or replaced at A&E Systems’ option.
NOTE: The Dometic Corporation will pay reasonable labor and
freight charges on authorized parts replacement provided notice of
the defect is received within 12 months (for labor) or 90 days (for
freight) from date of purchase. This is a Limited Warranty as defined
by federal law. Liability for indirect or consequential damages for
any incidental expenses is excluded. The Dometic Corporation shall
be liable only to the extent and for the time expressed in this warranty
and no further. This warranty is non-transferable.
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